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Objective: To investigate interobserver and inter-CT

variations in using the active breath co-ordinate tech-

nique in the determination of clinical tumour volume

(CTV) and normal organs in post-operative gastric cancer

radiotherapy.

Methods: Ten gastric cancer patients were enrolled in our

study, and four radiation oncologists independently de-

termined the CTVs and organs at risk based on the CT

simulation data. To determine interobserver and inter-CT

variation, we evaluated the maximum dimensions, derived

volume and distance between the centres of mass (CMs) of

the CTVs. We assessed the reliability in CTV determination

among the observers by conformity index (CI).

Results: The average volumes6 standard deviation (cm3)

of the CTV, liver, left kidney and right kidney were 6746

138 (range, 332–969), 10006 138 (range, 714–1320),

1496 13 (range, 104–183) and 141621 (range, 110–186)

cm3, respectively. The average inter-CT distances be-

tween the CMs of the CTV, liver, left kidney and right

kidney were 0.40, 0.56, 0.65 and 0.6cm, respectively; the

interobserver values were 0.98, 0.53, 0.16 and 0.15 cm,

respectively.

Conclusions: In the volume size of CTV for post-operative

gastric cancer, there were significant variations among

multiple observers, whereas there was no variation between

different CTs. The slices in which variations more likely occur

were the slices of the lower verge of the hilum of the spleen

and porta hepatis, then the paraoesophageal lymph nodes

region and abdominal aorta, and the inferior vena cava, and

the variation in the craniocaudal orientation from the

interobserver wasmore predominant than that from inter-CT.

Advances in knowledge: First, this is the first study to

evaluate the interobserver and inter-CT variations in the

determination of the CTV and normal organs in gastric

cancer with the use of the active breath co-ordinate

technique. Second, we analysed the regionwhere variations

most likely occur. Third, we investigated the influence of

interobserver variation on the dose distribution.

INTRODUCTION
Post-operative chemoradiotherapy has been recommended
as a standard of care for patients with resectable local ad-
vanced gastric cancer.1–3 Among the radiotherapy techni-
ques, three-dimensional (3D) conformal radiation therapy
(RT) and intensity-modulated RT are widely used for their
superior benefits in improving target coverage and sparing
organs at risk (OARs) compared with the simple
anteroposterior–posteroanterior technique.4,5 However,
many uncertainties accompany these precise RT techniques.

One uncertainty in implementing 3D conformal RT is
the target volume determination,6 as variations in the
determination of target volume have been widely demon-
strated in breast cancer,7 lung cancer,8,9 brain cancer,10,11

bladder cancer,12 prostate cancer,13–16 cervical cancer17 and
oesophageal cancer.18

For post-operative gastric cancer radiotherapy, Leong et al19

reported that 35% of RT treatment plans contained major or
minor protocol violations at an initial pre-treatment central
review. However, studies on target volume variation are rare.
Jansen et al20 showed that variability in the clinical tumour
volume (CTV) determination in post-operative chemo-
radiotherapy for gastric cancer is large, but they did not
provide a complete explanation of the observed variability.

Theoretically, uncertainties exist in the delineation of target
volumes and normal tissues. First, a partial volume effect is
caused by the resolution of simulated CT images, especially
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in the perpendicular orientation of transverse sections.21,22 Second,
physical movement of organs, especially artefacts induced by
breathing, influences image acquisition23,24 and subsequently
affects the dose distribution calculation; this issue is particularly
common in the target delineation of lung cancer. Third, during the
course of target contouring, the radiation oncologists (ROs) also
have to deal noise that is similar to the differences in image quality;
for example, the same physician may define different targets at
different times, which can be called intraobserver variation,
whereas a more obvious variation may exist between different
observers, which is called interobserver variation.11,13,25 Further-
more, different types and different times of imaging may offer
different reference information for certain categories of tissues,26

which can be called volumetric variation (such as that caused by
food intake and bowel gas); therefore, only one simulated CT scan
cannot represent the volume that requires treatment.

Organ motion in the thorax and upper abdomen during
breathing remains problematic. Imaging studies using fluoros-
copy and ultrasound have shown that tumours and organs can
move by 10 to .30mm during the breathing cycle, which may
influence the variation to a large extent. Active breath co-
ordinate (ABC) has been used to reduce the influence of breath
movement on the target volume, as it can reduce the breathing
motion to approximately 3–5mm.27–29 The application of ABC
can facilitate the study of interfraction CT variation. However,

the variations in CTV and normal organ determination with the
ABC technique remain unclear, and little information is avail-
able regarding the region in which slice uncertainties most likely
occur. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the in-
terobserver and inter-CT variations in the determination of CTV
and normal organs in gastric cancer using the ABC technique.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
All data were collected from consenting individuals according to
the protocols approved by the Ethics Review Board at the Fudan
University Shanghai Cancer Center, Shanghai, China. The con-
sents were verbal, and we recorded the participant consents on
our follow-up record to confirm that he/she wanted to join the
study. The ethics committee approved this consent procedure.

Patients
From January 2008 to November 2008, ten consecutive post-
gastrectomy patients were enrolled in the study. All of the
patients were aged from 19 to 63 years (median 48 years) and
pathologically staged as T3-4/N1 (IB-IV) according to the 2002
American Joint Committee on Cancer TNM staging system.

Treatment
Surgery
Surgery was performed through a median laparotomy with ei-
ther total or subtotal gastrectomy, and the operating surgeon

Figure 1. Clinical tumour volume (CTV) determination for different observers for each patient in CT1. (The CTV determination for

different observers for each patient in CT1, not all the CT series of CT1, CT2 and CT3, p50.0182.)

Figure 2. Clinical tumour volume (CTV) determination of different CTs for each patient by Observer A. (The CTV determination of

different CTs for each patient by Observer A, p50.9964.) ACT, adjuvant chemotheraphy.
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recorded the extent of lymphadenectomy. All of the patients
underwent a spleen-conserving D2 dissection (removal of all
involved N2 lymph nodes).

Chemoradiotherapy
The radiation target volume included the tumour bed, anasto-
motic stoma, gastric remnant (T3, T4) and regional draining
lymph nodes, which were determined from pre- and post-
operative CT, surgical clips and barium examination. The barium
swallow was required to define the intestine and gastric remnants.
Perigastric, celiac, local para-aortic, splenic, hepatoduodenal or
hepatic-portal and pancreaticoduodenal lymph nodes were in-
cluded in the radiation target volume. For patients with tumours
of the gastro-oesophageal junction, the paracardial and lower
para-oesophageal lymph nodes were included in the radiation
target volume, but pancreaticoduodenal radiation was not re-
quired. Exclusion of the splenic nodes was allowed in patients
with antral lesions if it was necessary to spare the left kidney.

Each patient was fixed to an individual vacuum pad (Med-Tec
Corporation, Orange City, 1A) for both simulation and treat-
ment. The prescribed dose was 45Gy in 25 fractions, and the
treatment was delivered 5 days per week. The ABC technique
(Elekta Oncology System, Crawley, UK) was used to reduce the
respiratory uncertainty.30 The treatments were delivered with

intensity-modulated RT using a 6-MV X-ray (Elekta Oncology
System). Doses were limited as follows: (1) ,30% of the hepatic
volume received 30Gy, and the mean dose was #23Gy; (2)
,50% of each kidney received 15Gy, and the mean dose was
#16Gy; and (3) ,30% of the cardiac volume received .40Gy.

According to the guidelines of our institute, all patients were
recommended to receive radiotherapy with concurrent chemo-
therapy (5-fluorouracil or capecitabine) and four to six cycles of
epirubicin-based triplet adjuvant chemotherapy both before
(1–2 cycle) and after (4–5 cycles) chemoradiation.

Image registration
Three CT data sets were acquired for each patient with an empty
stomach or five at least 3 hours after having meal in the CTsimulator
(Philips Medical Systems, Madison, WI) with a 5-mm slice thickness
in different consecutive 3 days. The ABC technique was performed in
the imaging process for all the patients. The three data sets were
marked CT1, CT2 and CT3 according to the imaging sequences. All
images were transferred to a commercial treatment planning system
(Pinnacle v. 8.0 m; Philips Radiation Oncology Systems, Milpitas,
CA) for registration and contouring. CT2 and CT3 were rigidly
registered to CT1 using a CT-to-CTautomatic registration algorithm,
and then a fine adjustment was manually performed to provide

Table 1. Centre of mass distances between contours for different observers

CT
Difference between
observers (cm)

CTV Liver L-kidney R-kidney

CT1

A–B 0.92 0.20 0.04 0.06

A–C 1.19 0.61 0.18 0.12

A–D 1.02 0.55 0.19 0.17

B–C 0.86 0.51 0.19 0.14

B–D 0.76 0.62 0.19 0.18

C–D 0.85 0.86 0.13 0.21

Mean 0.93 0.56 0.15 0.15

CT2

A–B 1.00 0.18 0.07 0.05

A–C 1.20 0.49 0.13 0.10

A–D 1.13 0.63 0.16 0.17

B–C 0.93 0.54 0.17 0.07

B–D 0.81 0.58 0.19 0.15

C–D 1.07 0.62 0.18 0.17

Mean 1.02 0.51 0.15 0.12

CT3

A–B 0.95 0.21 0.10 0.05

A–C 1.29 0.71 0.14 0.17

A–D 1.07 0.50 0.23 0.21

B–C 0.87 0.56 0.22 0.18

B–D 0.75 0.50 0.21 0.23

C–D 0.96 0.73 0.23 0.18

Mean 0.98 0.54 0.19 0.17

CTV, clinical tumour volume; L, left; R, right.
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a better alignment in the vertebral bodies. Four ROs marked as A, B,
C and D (two attending doctors and two professors) contoured the
CTV and normal tissues (liver and two kidneys) in the treatment
planning system, referring to the institutional target contouring
guideline, based on the consensus statement of Smalley et al2 and the
Japanese Classification of Gastric Carcinoma lymph node stations.31

Each physician contoured the CTV and normal organs in all of the
image data sets. During the contouring, the ROs were required to
turn off all of the other contours to diminish their influence. For each
contoured volume, a point of interest was automatically placed in the
centre of the mass (CM).

Variation analysis
Size variation
The maximum dimensions of the anteroposterior (AP) and left-
lateral RT fields were recorded. We also registered the volume of
the CTV and normal organs, and we compared the interobserver
and inter-CT difference of the maximal dimensions and volume
of contours from different CTs and different physicians.

CTV variation
The interobserver and inter-CT CTV variations for each contour
were investigated using the distance between the CMs and the
conformity index (CI). The CI indicates the overlapping ratio
between two volumes of interest and is defined as: CI5 (A\B)/
(A\B), where A and B are the two volumes of interest. A perfect
match gives a CI equal to 1. Furthermore, a slice-by-slice CT
comparison was performed to calculate the exact area of the
difference in CTV determination. The interobserver and inter-
CT variations were analysed.

Dosimetric effects
Finally, for the treatment target volume and normal organs, we
analysed the variation of the dose distribution. We created the
planning target volume (PTV) from the CTV plus the set-up
error margin, the margin of cranial–foot direction was 1.2 cm
and in other directions was 0.7 cm. We took the PTV which was
actually clinically used to formulate the treatment plan, for CTV
and PTV by using the parameters D99, D95 and D1 in addition to
the mean dose (Dm) of PTV. Each patient had one treatment
plan. Dx was the dose that only encompassed x% of the CTV or
PTV. For the liver, we used V30 and Dm, and for the kidneys, we
used V15, V18 and Dm, where Vx is the percentage of the volume
that received xGy irradiation.

All statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS® v. 13.0
(IBM Corp., New York, NY; formerly SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). A
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare the
interobserver and inter-CT variability, and p, 0.05 (two-sided)
was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
Size variation
Maximal dimension
The maximum dimensions from different observers and dif-
ferent CT scans were obtained. X and Y indicated the field width
and length of the AP portal and Z indicated the anterior–
posterior field extent of the left lateral portal. The average var-
iations of the maximum dimension were 32.5, 22 and 16.24mm,
respectively. ANOVA showed no significant difference (in-
terobserver or inter-CT) in the field dimensions.

Table 2. Centre of mass distances between contours for different CT scans

Observer
Difference

between CTs (cm)
CTV Liver L-kidney R-kidney

A

1–2 0.51 0.59 0.60 0.66

1–3 0.28 0.50 0.63 0.50

2–3 0.40 0.43 0.68 0.60

Mean 0.40 0.51 0.64 0.59

B

1–2 0.28 0.54 0.62 0.66

1–3 0.31 0.40 0.57 0.46

2–3 0.26 0.36 0.71 0.62

Mean 0.28 0.43 0.63 0.58

C

1–2 0.49 0.69 0.57 0.66

1–3 0.43 0.75 0.66 0.57

2–3 0.52 0.68 0.67 0.60

Mean 0.48 0.71 0.63 0.61

D

1–2 0.46 0.72 0.63 0.72

1–3 0.42 0.47 0.68 0.63

2–3 0.43 0.58 0.73 0.64

Mean 0.44 0.59 0.68 0.66

CTV, clinical tumour volume; L, left; R, right.
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Volume study
The average volume [standard deviation (SD)] of the CTV, liver,
left kidney and right kidney of all 3 CTs for all patients and all observers
(120 volumes) was 674 (138)cm3 (range, 332–969cm3), 1000 (138)
cm3 (range, 714–1320cm3), 149 (13)cm3 (range, 104–183cm3) and
141 (21)cm3 (range, 110–186cm3), respectively. There were significant
interobserver differences among the three CT data sets (CT1:
p50.0182; CT2: p50.0136; and CT3: p5 0.0356), whereas there
was no significant difference among different CT scans (Ob-
server A: p5 0.9964; Observer B: p5 0.8985; Observer C:
p5 0.8648; and Observer D: p5 0.9964) (Figures 1 and 2).

Target location difference
Distance between centres of the mass
The CM distances between different contours for different
observers and different CTs are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The
average interobserver discrepancy in the CM distance of the
CTV contours was larger than that of the liver and kidney
contours, whereas the average inter-CT discrepancy in the CM
distances of the CTV contours was smaller than that of the liver
and kidney contours.

The conformity index
The average CTV CIs for different observers and CTs are shown in
Tables 3 and 4. A lower average CTV CI was observed for different
observers than for different CTscans, indicating that the uncertainty
was more apparent between observers than between CT scans.

CT slice-by-slice comparison
We also calculated the interobserver and inter-CT CI of each
slice of the CTV to determine the slices in which uncertainty was
more likely to occur. The CI histogram of Patient 10 is shown in
Figures 3 and 4, and the corresponding contour examples are
shown in Figures 5 and 6. The slices in which variations more
likely occur were the slices of the lower verge of the hilum of the
spleen and porta hepatis, then the para-oesophageal lymph
nodes region and abdominal aorta, and the inferior vena cava, and
the variation in the craniocaudal orientation from the interobserver
was more predominant compared to that from inter-CT.

Dose distribution
There are significant differences in D99 and Dmean for PTV of
different observer (p5 0.004 and p5 0.036), whereas no sig-
nificant difference was found for CTV, liver or kidneys of dif-
ferent observer (p. 0.05) (Table 5).

DISCUSSION
In the volume size of CTV for post-operative gastric cancer,
there were significant variations among multiple observers while
there was no variation between different CTs, and there was no
significant interobserver or inter-CT variation in the volume of
OARs. The variation of OARs between different CTs may come
from spatial location. The slices in which variations more likely
occur were the slices of the lower verge of the hilum of the
spleen and porta hepatis, then the para-oesophageal lymph
nodes region and abdominal aorta, and the inferior vena cava,
and the variation in the craniocaudal orientation from the
interobserver was more predominant compared with that
from inter-CT. Most of the variations occurred on the border
of the target and where the target range changed sharply,
especially in the local lymph node region. Moreover, a sig-
nificant interobserver influence on the dose distribution was
found, despite the use of institutional delineation guidelines.

Table 3. Average inter-observer conformity index (CI)

Item
Mean CI of 10
patients (%)

1CTV_Â B/1CTV_A&B 80.86

1CTV_Â C/1CTV_A&C 69.72

1CTV_Â D/1CTV_A&D 68.82

1CTV_B̂ C/1CTV_B&C 68.95

1CTV_B̂ D/1CTV_B&D 72.39

1CTV_Ĉ D/1CTV_C&D 63.89

2CTV_Â B/1CTV_A&B 81.78

2CTV_Â C/1CTV_A&C 68.48

2CTV_Â D/1CTV_A&D 67.40

2CTV_B̂ C/1CTV_B&C 67.52

2CTV_B̂ D/1CTV_B&D 69.95

2CTV_Ĉ D/1CTV_C&D 63.25

3CTV_Â B/1CTV_A&B 83.21

3CTV_Â C/1CTV_A&C 69.76

3CTV_Â D/1CTV_A&D 68.22

3CTV_B̂ C/1CTV_B&C 70.50

3CTV_B̂ D/1CTV_B&D 70.73

3CTV_Ĉ D/1CTV_C&D 66.11

Average CTV CI 70.64

CTV, clinical tumour volume.

Table 4. Average inter-CT conformity index (CI)

Item
Mean CI of 10
patients (%)

ACTV_1̂ 2/ACTV_1&2 81.58

ACTV_1̂ 3/ACTV_1&3 84.59

ACTV_2̂ 3/ACTV_2&3 81.97

BCTV_1̂ 2/BCTV_1&2 84.86

BCTV_1̂ 3/BCTV_1&3 85.24

BCTV_2̂ 3/BCTV_2&3 85.97

CCTV_1̂ 2/CCTV_1&2 76.01

CCTV_1̂ 3/CCTV_1&3 79.05

CCTV_2̂ 3/CCTV_2&3 76.91

DCTV_1̂ 2/CCTV_1&2 82.33

DCTV_1̂ 3/CCTV_1&3 81.11

DCTV_2̂ 3/CCTV_2&3 81.92

Average CTV CI 81.79

CTV, clinical tumour volume.
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We primarily found the slices in which variation most likely
occurred during the course of target determination. The slices
in which variations more likely occur were the slices of the
lower verge of the hilum of the spleen and porta hepatis, then
the para-oesophageal lymph nodes region and abdominal
aorta, and the inferior vena cava, and the variation in cra-
niocaudal orientation from the interobserver was more pre-
dominant compared with that from inter-CT.

Evaluation of the treatment plans of the INT0116 study, which
used a two-dimensional (2D) technique, showed that 35% of
treatment plans had major or minor variations. Leong et al19

reported a similar result at the 47th American Society for Ra-
diation Oncology (ASTRO) annual meeting. These two studies

indicate that uncertainties exist in the definition of target volume
in gastric cancer and that further study is required to describe the
reason for and effect of the variation. Chung et al4 evaluated the
inter- and intraclinician variability in RT field delineation using
conventional 2D and 3D techniques and showed that despite the
use of guidelines and a departmental protocol, significant var-
iations in the RT field areas were observed among ROs for both
2D and 3D planning. The CRITICS study was the first explor-
atory study that evaluated the interobserver variation of the CTV
in gastric cancer,20 and it indicated that the variability of the CTV
in post-operative chemoradiotherapy for gastric cancer is large
and that strict and clear delineation guidelines should be pro-
vided, especially in Phase III multicentre studies. The adaptations
of these guidelines should be evaluated in clinical studies.

Figure 3. Conformity index (CI) of different observers for each slice of Patient 10.

Figure 4. Inter-observer and inter-CT conformity index (CI) of clinical tumour volume from Patient 10.
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In the present study, we used the ABC technique to reduce the
influence of breathing movements to enable precise, simulta-
neous evaluation of interobserver and inter-CT variation. We
analysed the size difference and the geometry or spatial un-
certainty, which allowed us to describe the contour variation
comprehensively. In our study, the average volume and SD of
the CTV were 674 and 138 cm3, respectively. The mean CTV
was greater than that of the CRITICS study, and we also had
a smaller SD. These differences may be explained by our use of
an institutional target delineation guideline, which may have
influenced the definition of targets, in addition to the single-
centre nature of our study, as ROs from the same institution may
have similar ideas regarding target volume. ANOVA showed that
the interobserver difference in the volume of the CTV was sig-
nificant, whereas there was no significant inter-CT difference in
the target volume. We also calculated the CI and the distance

between the CMs of the CTVs to evaluate the geometry of the
spatial variation. The interobserver and inter-CT maximum,
minimum and average CI were 83.21%, 63.89% and 70.64%, and
85.97%, 76.01% and 81.79%, respectively. The average inter-CT
differences in the distance between the CMs of the CTV, liver, left
kidney and right kidney were 0.40, 0.56, 0.65 and 0.6 cm, re-
spectively; the differences between the observers were 0.98, 0.53,
0.16 and 0.15 cm, respectively. This finding indicates that the
interobserver variation (approximately 1.0 cm) of the CTV
includes volume size and spatial differences and that the inter-CT
variation of the CTV may be mainly derived from spatial and
volumetric differences. For the same CT scan, the variation in the
kidney (0.2 cm) was lower than that between different CT scans
(0.6 cm), whereas the variation in liver delineation was stable for
different CTs and different ROs. This finding may be attributed
to the clearer border of the kidney and easier delineation of the

Figure 5. Contour examples of classic slices of inter-observers (Patient 10).

Figure 6. Contour examples of classic slices of inter-CT (Patient 10).
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kidney relative to the liver or CTV. An interfraction CT variation
of 0.6 cm was still observed when we used ABC to obtain the
simulation data, and this variation was similar to the thickness
(0.5 cm) of the CT slice. In the slice-by-slice analysis of CI, we
also found that the interobserver craniocaudal difference reached
1.5 cm (three CT slices), which may indicate that the mean the
interobserver distance of CMs for CTV is approximately 1.0 cm.

In the slice-by-slice analysis of CI, we analysed the region where
variations were more likely to occur and found that the CIs were
significantly lower in slices of the lower border of the hilum of
the spleen and porta hepatis, the para-oesophageal lymph node
region and abdominal aorta, and the inferior vena cava region
(anterior and lateral border); these slices were all in the local
lymph node region. The potential reasons for the interobserver
variation in these regions are as follows. First, regarding onco-
logical factors, because the target mainly included subclinical
regions, there was no clearly defined border; therefore, the
comprehension of the target differed among the ROs, such as in
the tumour bed and regional lymph node region. Additionally,

iconographic factors, including a partial volume effect, the res-
olution and different image parameters (window level and
window width), were present. The inter-CT variation may be
attributed to geometric factors, the different extents of control of
breathing movements, volumetric factors and the set-up error
between different CT scans. To define the target and normal
organs more precisely, multiple CT simulation images may
therefore represent the treatment region more comprehensively,
even when the ABC technique is used during simulation and
treatment. Therefore, when the CTV is contoured, the post-
operative CTV of gastric cancer should be defined according to
a combination of factors and more attention should be paid to
these regions. More precise guidelines are needed to help define
post-operative gastric cancer targets, especially the guidelines
regarding lymph node delineation.

We also investigated the influence of interobserver variation
on dose distribution. Because no “gold-standard” PTV is
available, we used the PTV that was actually used to design
the treatment plan rather than the median PTV, which was
applied in the CRITICS study. ANOVA showed that the PTV
only differed significantly from D99 and Dmean. For different
CTVs and normal organs contoured by different ROs, there
was no significant difference in the parameters that we
compared. We applied a conformal treatment technique in
our study rather than conventional treatment technique as in
the CRITICS study, and this was reflected in the influence that
the interobserver variation in target delineation had on dose
distribution.

Inevitably, there were some issues that we did not resolve.
First, the inter-CT variation also included image fusion and
intraobserver uncertainty. We used bony structures as refer-
ences by using the CT–CT fusion option and cross-
correlation algorithm to perform image fusion. In this
manner, the fusion error was decreased and could be con-
sidered negligible. We contoured the CTVs of different
CT images at one time to reduce the influence of intra-
observer uncertainty as much as possible. Second, we did not
analyse the influence of inter-CT variation because no stan-
dard CT scans were available. Therefore, the influence of inter-CT
variation is not conclusive, and we will continuously study the
target delineation and update the delineation guidelines to pro-
vide references for the uniform standard.
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